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1. Hardy Zenith 10 Foot 4 Weight Retails for 719.00 Will let go for 350.00 Rod case, sock and Cover included
2. Hardy Zenith 9 Foot 4 Weight Retails for 639.00 Will let go for 300.00 Rod case, sock and cover included

Very versatile rods that I regret to part from but I will be replacing one of them with a 9 weight Hardy Zenith so I
don't feel all that bad. First rod to sell is the only one I will sell so whichever one goes first the other one stays
with me.
I purchased the rods last year and got some pretty good use out of them but they are in very good condition.
For the past couple of years the Hardy Zenith dominated in the Yellowstone 5 Weight shootout taking first place
for 2 or 3 years in a row in nearly every category. This year unfortunately they placed lower but that was a fluke
(: If you want a high performance rod at a low price offered here this is just the rod for you. Only reason why I
am selling it is because I would like to purchase another Zenith but in a 9 weight for salmon.

FROM THE HARDY WEBSITE
Now with an updated reel seat design, the Zenith continues to be one of the most talked about rods in the world,
and with 19 models in the range there's a Zenith for every fishing situation. Of course you don't need another fly
rod, but this is not another fly rod...

The Zenith series of rods uses the amazing properties of Hardy & Greys SINTRIX material in an ultra-advanced,
four-section design to produce a range of rods that are user-friendly yet high performance.
SINTRIX rods have an incredible strength to weight ratio and come fitted with titanium line guide and deep
anodised reel fittings.

SINTRIX - up to a 60% increase in compressive strength.
High performance, fast action design.
Top of the line Titanium guides from REC and Fuji.
Deep anodised reel fitting

